Abstract: Over the lasts years there has been a growing interest on Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET), in this network nodes are carried by people and connected to each other by multi-hop wireless links. Since the nodes can move freely, then the node mobility pattern became an important characteristic of the MANET. A large number of network tasks are influenced by mobility. Mobility introduces uncertainty in future nodes positions and consequently in the network topology as well. In this work we propose a novel prediction method to forecast the future node position. The method was derived using pedestrian tracked data. This method provides a future position estimation with reasonable low error. Using this method we propose a novel geographical routing protocol that uses the predicted position in the routing decision process. The method prediction performance is contrasted against a real trajectory and the routing protocol performance is tested in computer simulations against others existing geographical routing protocols.
INTRODUCTION
The MANET [1] is compound by mobile nodes, here a node is a mobile terminal that has the capacity to communicate with other nodes through a wireless port. The node can then send and receive packets from other nodes. The node has also the capacity to relay packets that are not destined to the node itself. This capacity makes the MANET substantially different from other wireless networks. In the MANET the nodes can construct a path in the network using the routing capacity of intermediate nodes. In other words the communication is established in a wireless multi-hop fashion. The node can also have other characteristics such as small size and battery powered, making the node not only mobile but also portable. As a result MANET can operate in places and situations where traditional networks cannot work properly, such us in disaster recovery areas, rural zones, and third world countries.
Among all the technology issues in MANET we focus in the mobility issue. Since nodes are portable they will move according to people movements. Therefore the study must be focused on pedestrian trajectories. In Creixell and Sezaki [2] pedestrian trajectories are analyzed. In that work it is possible to conclude that pedestrian movements are not fully random. Therefore the speed and angle in a trajectory depend from previous values of angle and speed. It is possible to take advantage of this correlation and make predictions with reasonable low error (Creixell et~al. [3] ). This fact is the starting point to propose the prediction method in this work.
In the present work we also proposed a novel geographical routing protocol. Geographical protocols utilize the nodes position information to forward packets. In our proposal the protocol utilizes the nodes position and an estimation of their future position. The estimated future position was derived using the prediction method also proposed in this work.
The rest of this work is organized as follows: in section 2 the previous work in mobility and geographical routing protocols are briefly explained, in section 3 the pedestrian tracking procedure and how the extracted data is handled is explained, the prediction method is explained in section 4,in section 5 the prediction method operation is tested in two sample trajectories, section 6 explain the proposed routing protocol operation, section 7 shows the simulations results and section 8 the conclusion of this work.
PREVIOUS WORK
The proposal of this work consists in a position prediction method and a geographical routing protocol that uses the predicted position in the forwarding decision. As a consequence we will focus our previous work discussion to those two areas, mobility prediction and geographical routing. There are some proposal to use prediction in ad hoc networks routing, for example in Su et~al.
[4] a simple prediction method is used. In their work they calculates the amount of time two nodes i and j will stay connected D t . Assuming that the two nodes are within the transmission range r of each other, with position (x i ,y i ) for node i and (x j ,y j ) for the node j. With v i and v j the speeds, and θ i and θ j the moving directions. Then D t is given by:
( 1) where This method has the disadvantage of assuming that the nodes have simple mobility patters, no sudden direction changes and constant velocity. These assumptions are clearly unrealistic. This method does not calculates the future position of the nodes i and j, it only estimates the disconnection time D t . Consequently has not been used in geographical routing protocols.
Various geographical routing protocols have been proposed like in the LAR (Yung-Bae et~al [5] ) and DREAM (Basagni et~al. [6] ), but these approaches are flooding base, therefore they waste network resources. A more interesting approach are Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) Karp et~al. [8] and the ellipsoid Yamazaki et~al [9] . These two algorithms utilize only neighbour's information, making an efficient usage of network resources.
In the Figure 1 the sender node S selects the next hop among its neighbours. In the GPSR protocol the next hop will be the closest to destination in the fig.1 the node B, the distance to destination is depicted by a dashed circle line centered at D. When the sender is the closer node to destination, GPSR utilizes perimeter forwarding. Before performing perimeter forwarding the node n has to calculate a Relative Neighbourhood Graph (RNG), this is made by:
where, u, v and w are nodes, and d (u,v) is the distance between u and v. Using a distributed algorithm that eliminates edges that do not satisfy inequality (2), results in a network without link crosses and still connected. Perimeter forwarding traverses the RNG using the right hand rule hop by hop along the perimeter of the region. In the ellipsoid algorithm the positions of destination node D and the sender node S are use as the focuses of an ellipse. To fully determine that ellipsoid the position of the sender's neighbours nodes are used. As the next hop, the sender chooses the node that is on the ellipse with a shape closer to a straight line. By following this rule, physical length of constructed routes becomes close to the distance between the source and destination. For example in the fig.1 the node A is selected as next hop because it is the closest to the straight line between S and D. 
PEDESTRIAN TRAJECTORY TRACKING
The data used in this paper was taken in an experiment conducted in a train station on central Tokyo. To track pedestrian movement a set of single-row laser range scanners were placed in the train station. Each scanner can measure distance through a rotating laser beam, by software it is possible to distinguish moving objects from static ones. A detailed description of the tracking method can be found in Zhao et~al. [7] .
The scanner laser beam has a rotating speed of about 10[Hz], and then the data collected is a time sequence of position points (in a two-dimensional space) updated at a fixed rates. Therefore each trajectory can be represented by
The data trajectory is available in the format represented by the equation (3). This format represent the absolute position value, therefore this format was changed to one that reflect the relative time variation of the data. Therefore the trajectory data can be represented then by two time series:
(5)
PREDICTION METHOD
To perform prediction over the time series V and Θ we suppose that they can be dynamically represented by an Auto Regressive Process of order two (AR(2)) Box et~al.
[10]. Dynamically means that the parameter of the AR process can change as the time progresses, more precisely: (6) In equation (6) , and for a wider conceptual approach, which includes the relationship with kalman filters, Sayed et~al [11] . Many of the calculation algorithms provided on these works are numerically unstable, to avoid that problem we selected the calculation algorithm with error compensation explained in the widely reference textbook Haykin (Haykin [12] ), this algorithm is numerically stable and have worked fine in our tests. (i) are the forward and backward gains respectively. These parameters dynamically adapt to the variations in the input data. The Fig. 3(b) shows how the stages can be concatenated on cascade. This is one of LSL filters characteristics, the number of the stages will correspond to the order of the AR process, and in our case the number of stages is two. The LSL filter is applied then to each time series V and Θ independently. This means that in the implementation of the prediction program two LSL were programmed one for each time series respectively. The time series V and Θ were the input of the respective LSL filter as the χ is in the fig. 3(b) . It is easy to show that the parameters of eq. (6) are given by:
The estimated parameter set {α v k , α θ k } k=1,2 , is used to predict the future position values. The forecast values are generated recursively at origin i, for example for the velocity we have: (9) where, α 
PREDICTION METHOD TEST
The proposed method was applied to the trajectories extracted as explained in the section 4. As example we show the results for two of them: Trajectory A and Trajectory B. The input data was processed and the parameters {α The Figure 4 shows the prediction applied over Trajectory A. The graph vertical and horizontal axis are measured in [mt] and correspond to the vertical and horizontal coordinates. Similarly fig. 5 shows the prediction method applied to the Trajectory B. In Figure 4 and 5 it is possible to see that the prediction method is capable of predict the future position values with low ranges of error. Even though Trajectory A and Trajectory B are visibly different, the method can perform well. Similarly Figure 7 shows the prediction error for the method applied to Trajectory B. We can see in the error graph that there is a trend to reduce the error as i increases, this can be explained by the LSL filter characteristics. LSL filter reduce the error as the number the iteration i increases. Therefore at the beginning the estimated parameters are not close enough to the real values producing higher error prediction.
Another reason for this can be in the nature of AR(2) process of eq. (6). The variables ω v and ω θ are random Gaussian variables of zero mean. The error of the prediction method will depend on these parameters; the best error achievable will depend on the variance of the Gaussian variables. Intuitively those Gaussian variables model the unpredictable part of the process.
PREDICTION BASED ROUTING ALGORITHM
The prediction method explained in the previous section is now used to help in the forward decisions of our proposal. For that purpose each node implements the prediction method by itself, then the prediction calculation is made any time the position is updated. For simplicity we assumed that the position is updated periodically. Since the method calculation is done recursively there is no need for the node to keep a large storage for the prediction calculation.
In the proposed algorithm ach node informs its position to its neighbours nodes by sending beacon packets periodically. The proposal uses the beacon packets to send the current position and the predicted position as well. As a consequence each node knows its neighbours position and an estimation of their future positions.
Before introduce the forwarding decision criteria lets examine the fig. 8 . The source node S originally in the position P S , the relay node R in the position P R and the destination node D in the position P D . These three positions determine the distances d SR and d RD . In the case of ellipsoid protocol the next hop is the node where the amount d SR + d RD is the smallest. In our case we have also an estimation of the future position of S, P S ', and similarly P R '. These positions determine the distances d' SR and d' RD . Note that we are assuming that the destination node does not change its position. The forwarding decision is based on the neighbours nodes information, therefore if one of those nodes is the destination there is no forwarding decision to take.
Figure 8 Representation of the nodes movements.
It is possible to think the problem as in two parts: present and future status. Then using the ellipsoid forwarding criteria in present and future we have:
The distances d and d' are combined into the quantity ∆ by:
Then the next hop will be the one for that ∆ is the smallest among the neighbours nodes of S.
Intuitively if the nodes are static then the predicted position will be the same as the current position, P S = P S ' and P R = P' R and consequently d = d' meaning that ∆ = 2d. In this case the problem is the same as the ellipsoid with the distances amplified by two. Therefore when all nodes are static the algorithm proposed behaves as Ellipsoid protocol. If nodes move, there are many scenarios where the prediction method represented by ∆ can take advantage of the future position. For example if nodes S and R are approaching (d' SR <d SR ), this will make the link S-R more reliable in the future. And since the nodes are approaching the node R is likely to be selected as next hop. If the nodes S and R are moving in parallel trajectories, then their relative distances will be constant while the other distances change. Therefore R will be more likely selected as next hop. On the other hand if nodes S and R are moving in different directions, the node R will be selected next hop less likely, because ∆ tends to grow larger.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation experiments were made on the ns-2 [14] network simulator. The ns-2 simulation environment offers high fidelity to represent propagation phenomenon, physical and network layer. The simulations include a full simulation of the IEEE 802.11 physical and MAC layers.
The simulations assumed a two-ray ground propagation model, means there is no obstacles in the simulation space. The radio coverage of Wireless LAN interfaces was of 250 [mt] .
The experiments consist on nodes randomly placed on a rectangular plane space, of 1000[mt]×1000[mt] of surface. Each node moves according to the Random WayPoint (Broch et~al. [15] ) mobility model, in this model each node start static for a pause time and then selects a destination in the simulation space and moves toward it with a uniform distributed speed. This means that controlling the pause time and the maximum speed it is possible to variate the ``mobility'' of the simulation scenario. In our simulations the maximum speed was set to 10[m/s], which correspond to the maximum possible for a pedestrian, and the pause time of 0, 30, 60 and 120 seconds. For 0 seconds pause time we get a high mobility scenario and for the 120 seconds we get a low mobility scenario.
The traffic load consists on 10 CBR flows of 512 Byte packets sent at an interval of 0.25 seconds. The source and destination of the CBR flow was randomly selected among the nodes in the simulation scenario. The Figure 9 shows the fraction data packets successfully delivered as function of the pause time, for our proposal. We can appreciate that the curves are almost horizontal lines, this reflects the independence on the nodes mobility. As expected the fraction get larger as the number of nodes increases, this is because the nodes density (nodes/area) increases as the number of nodes increases. With a bigger density the number of neighbours nodes increases and the possibility of a no connected network is less likely. The Figure 10 shows the fraction data packets successfully delivered as a function of the numbers of nodes, each line represent a different pause time simulated. It is possible to see that there is a small difference between the lines, this can be interpreted as an independence of the mobility. Figures 13 and 14 shows the results for the Ellipsoid protocol. The performance observed is lower than the one observed for the proposal and GPSR. This can be explained by the nature of ellipsoid protocol, because it lacks of a strategy to look for an alternative route in the case the node selected as the next hop does not have a route to the destination. Observing figures 10, 12 and 14 it is possible to notice that the best performance obtained in all protocols occurs at 70 nodes configuration. It seems there is a trade off between the nodes density and the deliver ratio. Then the comparison showed in the fig. 15 is made for the 70 nodes scenario.
The Figure 15 shows the comparison results of the three algorithms simulated. The results correspond to the fraction data packets successfully delivered as a function of the pause time. Our proposal got the best performance in all scenarios tested. Each line corresponds to the 70 nodes scenario. Our proposal performs better in about 3% than GPSR and about 3.5% better than the Ellipsoid protocol. It is interesting to remark that the curves shapes for the proposal and the Ellipsoid protocol are similar. Because the forwarding criterion is similar the improvement can be a consequence of the prediction method applied. The Figure 16 shows the comparison results of the three algorithms simulated. These results correspond to the fraction data packets successfully delivered as a function of the number of nodes.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In the present work we have proposed a novel geographical routing protocol based on mobility prediction. The proposed protocol shares the good characteristic of Ellipsoid protocol such as simplicity and ability to operate in a three dimensional space. The proposed algorithm has been tested by simulation and the results compared with other protocols.
In the simulation experiments the proposed protocol preformed better than GPSR and Ellipsoid in most of the tested scenarios. About a 3\% better than GPSR for different pause time, in the 50 nodes configuration. And about 3.5\% better than Ellipsoid protocol on the same configuration. This improvement is a consequence of the prediction influence in the forward decision process. By prediction and the next hop selection criteria, nodes that keep constant their relative distance to the source, or its get shorter, are more likely selected as next hop. In the high mobility scenarios our proposed protocol had the better performance, this shows that mobility affects more to the other protocols because they are ``not aware'' of this fact. They take decisions assuming the nodes are static.
In this work we can conclude that mobility prediction can be a contribution to improve network performance. The mobility prediction method was applied in a very simple way. As future work will be interesting to study a different implementation of the prediction method. It could be for example dynamically adjusted the prediction horizon depending in the nodes speed. Basically if the node moves at a slow speed it is logical to think we can make the prediction horizon larger. Similarly if the node moves at a fast speed the prediction horizon should be shorter. How mobility prediction can be applied to other network task or services is leaved also to be studied in the future.
